How to Brief a Case

Depending on the audience, briefing a case requires one of several techniques. Pulling out
relevant and important facts for students on a mock trial team means choosing vague or
controversial details that sparks discussion. Briefing a case for an appellate court or other legal
entity still involves reviewing specific facts but primarily those supported by precedents which
were previously overlooked. A concise reference guide gives tips and examples that help
students, lawyers, and court personnel learn the best way to brief a case.
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There are as many ways to brief a case as there are lawyers and law students briefing cases
Some rely on prepared case summaries (either â€œcanned briefsâ€• in. How to Brief a Law
Case. An appellate brief is an argument presented to a higher court, whose purpose is to argue
that it uphold or reject a trial court ruling. This is an exercise designed to introduce
first-semester law and graduate students to the basic elements of a typical case brief and to
teach them general . When briefing a case, your goal is to reduce the information from the case
into a format that will provide you with a helpful reference in class and for review. If you are
starting law school in the next few weeks, you will soon notice that everyone is talking about
briefing cases. But many people don't. How to Brief a Case. Beyond the Basics[1]. Deborah
Maranville. Having read eight cases in the Overview chapter, you should be getting more
comfortable with . Why Brief Cases? â€œBriefing cases has immediate and long-term
benefits; the student will have read the case carefully and thor- oughly and will have a. Law
professors use cases to illustrate how certain facts apply to legal rules (rules are the law â€“
statutes, Constitution, etc.). A case brief is a tool. When you feel you understand the case, you
can prepare a brief of it. As an example of the format used in briefing cases, we present here a
briefed version of .
A case brief is a summary and analysis of a court opinion. Facts of the case: This is the Who
(parties in the case) and the what (important.
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